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Abstract

A flexible, model based fault detection and isolation (FDI) system for an arbitrary
configuration of a water tank world has been designed and implemented in MATLAB,
SIMULINK and dSPACE. The fault detection is performed with local change detection
algorithms, and the fault isolation is performed with residual patterns automatically
generated from the total configuration.
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1 Introduction

Consider a chemical industrial plant with several interacting subsystems that refines some
raw material. Usually, the plant consists of a hierarchical composition of these subsystems.
Starting with some low-level processing of several different sources of raw material, the
result is carried through the system and intermediate results are processed either in parallel
or in series. The output consists of some final product, or products.

In this article, we will use a water tank world as an example of such a refinery process
consisting of interconnected subsystems (tanks) where the raw material (just water in our
case) is carried through the system in a known direction. Malfunctions or occasional errors
in the subsystems will affect the result and lead to a propagation of faults. We propose a
FDI1 methodology that locally detects errors in the subsystems, but globally isolates the
fault in the overall plant.

The water tank world consists of some configuration of tanks with water, pumps to ele-
vate water and pipes to guide the liquid from one tank to another. A simple configuration
is shown in Figure 1. As for all model based diagnosis, the basic idea is to compare the
measured outputs from the system, in our case the tank levels, with the predictions of a
system model. The eventual discrepancies are interpreted as symptoms of a fault.

In the approach pursued here, a clear distinction between fault detection and fault isola-
tion is made. The fault detection step uses detailed, but local nonlinear differential equa-
tion models of the tanks, and signal processing in the form of a change detection algorithm
for each tank. The change detection algorithms generate residuals that are nonzero if the
measured and the predicted tank level differ significantly. If one or several residuals are
nonzero, a fault has been detected. The residuals then serves as input for the next step, the
fault isolation.

1Fault Detection and Isolation
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Figure 1: Basic building block of the water tank world.

The faults that the FDI system is designed to handle are leakage, pipe block and extra
water poured into a tank. These faults are very basic, yet of practical importance.

In the fault isolation step, the residuals generated are compared with the known resid-
ual patterns for all faults that are known to the FDI system, and a conclusion is drawn
on which fault or faults that can have occured. This part of the diagnosis process is quite
similar to the discrete event system diagnosis methods treated in [2, 3] and [4].

The residual patterns are automatically generated from the structure of the tank config-
uration. The only input to this procedure is the topology in of the interconnection between
the tank subsystems. This is possible since we know how the faults manifests themselves
and how they cascade through the system. Manual construction of residual patterns is la-
borious and error prone and to automate this process is therefore highly desirable. E.g., in
the field of diagnosing electrical circuits, much work has gone into the automatic genera-
tion of fault trees, a certain residual pattern structure, from schematic representations of the
circuit, see for example [7].

The approach taken here is closely related to the analytical redundancy methods treated
extensively in the control system literature, see, e.g., [8, 5]. The principal difference lies only
in how the residual patterns are generated.

The detailed modeling of the tank and the change detection algorithm used for fault
detection is described in Sections 2 and 3. The automatic residual pattern generation and
how it is used for fault isolation is treated in Sections 4 and 5.

2 The tank model

In order to design local change detection algorithms, we are not primarily interested in the
total tank configuration but rather in the local physical behavior. Hence, we will model
the basic building block in our world of tanks and assemble a model of the configuration
from such model blocks. The most complex basic configuration that we need is shown in
Figure 1. All configurations of tanks that we are interested in, can be assembled by putting
instances of this or simpler building blocks in series or in parallel. The inflow to the upper
tank is controlled by a voltage driven pump and both tank levels are measurable. When
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not stated otherwise, we will always assume all levels to be measurable.

2.1 Physical modeling

The change of water volume in the upper tank equals inflow minus outflow. The outflow
depends on the amount of water in the tank and assuming lateral flow and that the liquid is
incompressible, the speed of the outflow is governed by Bernoulli’s law. Letting A denote
the tank surface area, a the effective outlet area and � the inflow to the upper tank, we
have

Aḣ� � � � a
p
�gh��

The effective outlet area also depends on the viscosity of the liquid. The pump dynam-
ics is neglected, since it compared to the tank dynamics is very fast. The water inflow is
not necessarily directly proportional to the voltage to the pump. This can, e.g., be due to
saturation in the magnetic kernel in the pump motor. We therefore model the pump as a
static nonlinearity from voltage to flow, � � q�u�. Lumping all constants together we get a
nonlinear model for the upper tank

ḣ� � ��
p
h� � q�u�� (1)

The inflow to the lower tank equals the outflow from the upper one. The lower tank may
not have the same outlet area as the upper one, we hence introduce a parameter � for the
lumped parameters of the lower tank. Augmenting the model (1) with the second tank
dynamics, we get

ḣ� � ��
p
h� � q�u�

ḣ� � ��
p
h� � �

p
h��

This nonlinear, two dimensional model describes the tank dynamics. A delay time corre-
sponding to the time it takes for the pump to deliver water to the upper tanks inlet may
also be incorporated in the model, however we discard that component here.

2.2 Parameter identification

To obtain the tank parameters, one can perform a simple experiment with each tank.
Substituting f�t� �

p
h��t� in (1) and letting the inflow be zero, the nonlinear differen-

tial equation becomes

�f�t�ḟ�t� � ��f�t�

or

ḟ�t� � �
�

�
�

Assuming the level in the tank is not identically zero we can solve for f�t�

f�t� �
p
h�t� � �

�

�
t� f����

Hence, starting at some initial condition f��� �
p
h���, the square root of the tank level

decreases linearly with time. If one such experiment per tank is performed, a line can be
fitted in the least square sense to each of the experimental results. Frome the slopes of these
lines the constants � and � can be calculated.

The nonlinear pump characteristics can also easily be identified using the upper tank.
Blocking the outlet of the upper tank its dynamics (1) becomes

ḣ� � q�u��
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This shows that when running the pump with a constant voltage u�, the slope of the tank
level equals the amount of inflow to the tank. If several experiments are performed using
different pump voltages u�, the slope of the measured tank level can be determined in
the least square sense for each u� used. By fitting the result to a polynomial function the
nonlinearity q�u� was be estimated. The result of such an identification procedure on a
pump in our lab is shown in Figure 2. As seen, a third degree polynomial is sufficient to
capture the nonlinear saturation of the pump when driven by maximum voltage.
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Figure 2: Identification of the nonlinear pump characteristics.

3 Fault detection

Once a model is found, the detection of discrepancies between the system and the model
can be performed in a variety of ways. Often the model is used to predict future values of
the system output and the difference between these predictions and the measured values
are compared. If the difference between the model output and the measured output is
significantly big it is assumed that the system has changed somehow and we label this as
a residual change. This indicates that a fault has occured. Change detection is based on
the theory of hypothesis testing, comprehensive treatments of these subjects can be found
in [1, 6].

For simplicity we will use a simple observer type residual generator and fixed thresh-
olds to determine when a residual change has occured. The simple change detector for
the upper tank i shown in Figure 3. Compare the blocks with the model (1), the integrator
state is limited between full and empty tank. The observer gain is located in block K1=0.1,
this value is chosen as a trade-off between sensitivity to changes and reduction of the false
alarm risk. With a more accurate model and less sensor noise one can use higher feedback
gain K1 and lower detection levels, and thus obtain a faster detection of residual changes.
However increasing the gain and decreasing the detection levels will yield an increase of
the false alarm risk, the tradeoff is obvious. The residuals are fed to a detection block that
generates a residual indicating if the system has significantly more or less water than the
model simulation. Similar detectors for any tank can be constructed to locally detect the
changes in the residuals.
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Figure 3: Change detector for a single tank object

4 The fault model

4.1 Fault types

We will assume that the faults that can occur in our tank world are of three types: Extra
water poured into a tank, pipe block and pipe leakage. A nice interpretation of the tank
world when working with the fault model, is in terms of object orientation. The world
consists of two types of objects with certain attributes:

Tank Attributes:

Residual e � f��	 �	 �g from the local detection algorithm

Extra water Ei is true if extra water is poured into the tank

Pipe Attributes:

Blocked B is true if pipe is blocked

Leakage L is true if pipe leaks

Since we assume no faults ever occur in a pump, no pump object is present in this context.
Every tank is connected to at least one pipe at the top and bottom, and every pipe is

connected at each end with exactly one tank, or “the rest of the world”, see further Sec-
tion 4.2 and Definition 4.1. Circuits in the configuration, i.e., pumps pumping water from
a tank to another, is at present not allowed and we also assume that water always flows in
just one direction in every pipe.

Each of the fault types give rise to a certain combination of residuals. Let the two tanks i
(upper tank) and j (lower tank) with residuals ei and ej, be connected with a pipe denoted
i� j. We then have:

Fault Residual pattern
Ei, or extra water in tank i ei 
 �

Li�j, or leakage in pipe i � j ej � �

Bi�j, or pipe i � j blocked ei 
 �	 ej � �

If i or j is �, then the corresponding residual (ei or ej) is simply removed from the pattern.
Since we measure the level in all tanks, the fault will not propagate further and cause
nonzero residuals in other connected tanks.
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4.2 The cause/effect matrix

The configuration of a certain tank world can be specified with a numbering of the tanks
and a two column matrix, called the pipe matrix specifying which tanks are connected with
pipes.

Definition 4.1 Pipe matrix
A pipe matrix is a two column matrix with one row for each pipe in the tank configuration.
In a row, the left column contains the index for the upper tank and the right column the
index for the lower tank. The value 0 is used when the pipe connects to “the rest of the
world”. �

As an example, the basic configuration in Figure 1 with the tanks numbered � and � from
the top, has the pipe matrix

S �

�
�
� �

� �

� �

�
� (2)

where � symbolizes “the rest of the world”.
The general residual pattern in the previous section together with a specific pipe matrix

gives rise to a specific cause effect pattern, that can be visualized as a graph. In Figure 4, a
part of the graph for the basic configuration in Figure 1 is shown.

E� B��� L���

e� 
 � e� � �

Causes

Effects

Figure 4: Part of the cause/effect graph for the basic configuration in Figure 1

We will choose to represent this knowledge as a matrix, aiming at a MATLAB imple-
mentation. Here is a general definition of the cause/effect matrix.

Definition 4.2 Cause/effect matrix
A cause/effect matrix (or c/e matrix) M has as many rows as there are faults (causes) and as
many columns as there are observable effects. Mij is � if fault i causes the effect j to occur,
� otherwise.

Remark: For the water tank world, the matrix has as columns all the residuals, with a
column each for e� 
 �, e� � � etc., and all possible faults Ei, Bi�j and Li�j as rows. �

The algorithm that generates the c/e matrix from the pipe matrix is now more or less
trivial to state.

Algorithm 4.1 Cause/effect matrix generation

Input: Pipe matrix S and total number of tanks nt

Output: Cause/effect matrix M

1. Calculate number of pipes, np � number of rows in S.
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2. Initialize M as a �nt � � � ns� j �� � nt� zero matrix.

3. Set the elements of M corresponding to the row for Ei and the column for ei 
 � to 1,
i � �	 � � � 	 nt.

4. For each row j in S,
u � S�j	 ��; l � S�j	 ��; % Upper and lower tank indices
if u �� �, % Upper tank exists

Set the element of M corresponding to
the row for Bu�l and the column for eu 
 � to 1;

endif
if l �� �, % Lower tank exists

Set the element of M corresponding to
the row for Bu�l and the column for el � � to 1;
Set the element of M corresponding to
the row for Lu�l and the column for el � � to 1;

endif
endfor

5. IfM contains rows with only zeros, display warning message for undetectable fault(s).

6. If M contains identical rows, display warning message for indistinguishable faults.

�

For the basic configuration in Figure 1, with pipe matrix (2), the complete c/e matrix is:

e� 
 �	 e� � �	 e� 
 �	 e� � �

E� �

E� �

B��� �

L��� �

B��� � �

L��� �

B��� �

L���

(3)

Remember that each E corresponds to a tank and B and L correspond to pipes. As can be
seen from the matrix, fault L��� can never be detected and the faults B���	 L��� respectively
E�	 B��� cannot be separated. This is due to the fact that pipes �� � and �� � are connected
to ‘the rest of the world’, where we have no sensors.

The algorithm 4.1 for the automatic generation of this matrix from a pipe matrix has
been implemented in MATLAB.

5 Fault isolation

With fault isolation we mean the process of deciding which fault/faults that has occured in
the real system after that a deviation from normal behavior has been detected by the change
detection algorithms in Section 3, in the form of one or more nonzero (active) residuals.

We will make the assumption that only one fault occurs at a time. The fault isolation is
then simply to pick out the faults that alone explain the misbehavior, i.e., that explain the
nonzero residuals.

Since a residual often is part of more than one faults residual pattern, see e.g., e� � � in
the c/e matrix (3), we introduce the concept of ‘timeout’. When a certain time has elapsed,
or when the human operator so orders, ‘timeout’ is requested and then we only keep the
faults whose total residual pattern has occured.

Given the cause/effect matric from Section 4 and a set of active residuals, we go about
as follows:
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Algorithm 5.1 Fault isolation

Input: Set of active residuals, c/e matrix M, timeout (Boolean).

Output: Set of possible faults.

1. Pick out the columns of the active residuals from the cause/effect matrix M.

2. Keep the rows of M that have a � in all of these columns. If there is no such row,
multiple or unknown faults has occured.

3. If timeout, keep only the rows (i.e., faults) for which all of the residuals are active.

4. Output the faults corresponding to the remaining rows (may be none).

�

This algorithm has been implemented in MATLAB.

Example Consider the basic configuration in Figure 1 again. Assume that the level in
the lower tank is lower than it should be, i.e., we get e� � � from the change detection
algorithm. The corresponding column in the cause/effect matrix (3) contains two �s, one
for B���, i.e., the pipe between the upper and lower tank is blocked, and one for L���, i.e.,
the same pipe has a leakage. If no other residual goes active and we request timeout, the
fault B��� is discarded since it would have caused an increase of the level in the upper tank,
i.e., e� 
 �. The fault is uniquely diagnosed as L���.

6 Results and conclusions

A flexible fault detection and isolation (FDI) system for an arbitrary configuration of a
water tank world has been designed and implemented.

The physical modeling is locally performed at each tank, and the change detection al-
gorithms are locally designed for each tank model. The residual patterns used for fault
isolation are automatically obtained from a schematic description of the total configura-
tion. In all, this gives a flexible FDI system, quickly adaptable to an arbitrary tank world
configuration.

The main limitations of the current approach is that there can be no circuits in the tank
configuration, and that the liquid is only allowed to flow in one direction. Experimental
testing on a basic configuration has shown expected performance.

Some possible extensions of the approach are to deal with circuits in the configuration,
allow bidirectional pipes and to deal with tanks without sensors. Another fault type that is
also easily incorporated in the approach is tank leakage. It was not included in the present
work for simplicity, and also since it is difficult to simulate on the existing lab equipment.
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